INTRODUCING A SAFER, MORE EFFICIENT WAY TO GET SHIMS UP-TOWER TO THE NACELLE

STOP-THE-DROP WITH PRECISION BRAND’S UP-TOWER™ SHIM ASSORTMENT

DURABLE, HIGH-VISIBILITY CANVAS BAG
Orange bag with reflective strip organizes, secures, and protects shims

STOP-THE-DROP RING FOR SAFER ACCESS
Shims stay secure while bag is hung open

COLOR CODED SHIM TABS
Aids in quick identification of thickness

LIGHTWEIGHT 8 LB. ASSORTMENT
Contains a variety of 28 shims
Four popular thicknesses with dividers. Eight each of 0.5 mm red, 1.00 mm green and the new wind-tech requested 1.25 mm blue for more precise moves. Plus four 2.00 mm plain colored shims.

COLOR CODE CHART
Helps to insure you have the RIGHT STUFF up-tower

HEAVY-DUTY SHOULDER STRAP

DUAL CLOSING SYSTEMS
Both Velcro and clip for safer handling

PART NUMBER: 81990
REFILLS AVAILABLE
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